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Abstract. Multiply-charged anomalous cosmic rays (ACRs) can arise when singly-charged ACR ions are stripped
of one or more of their electrons during their acceleration via, e.g., the process of diffusive shock-drift acceleration at
the solar-wind termination shock. Recent measurements of the charge states of ACR neon, oxygen, and nitrogen by
SAMPEX at 1 AU have shown that above w 25 MeV/nucleon these ions are multiply charged. In addition, SAMPEX
observations have also established that the transition from mostly singly-charged to mostly multiply-charged ACRs
(defined as the 50% point) occurs at a total kinetic energy of « 350 MeV. Preliminary simulations for ACR oxygen based
on a theory of multiply-charged ACRs were able to show a transition energy at w 300 MeV. However, the simulated
intensity distribution among the various charge states was inconsistent with observations. This paper reexamines the
predictions of the theory in light of new SAMPEX ACR observations and recently developed and refined estimates of
hydrogen-impact ionization cross sections. Based on simulations for multi-species ACR ions, we find that the transition
energy is only weakly dependent on characteristic transport parameters, and that the new ionization rates distribute
the intensity among the charge states in a manner consistent with observations. The calculated transition energy is in
excellent agreement with the measured value.

INTRODUCTION

Unlike galactic cosmic rays (OCRs) or solar ener-
getic particles ions (SEPs) observed at 1 AU, anomalous
cosmic rays (ACRs) are expected to be predominantly
singly-charged ions. According to the theory (1), ACRs
are believed to originate as interstellar neutrals that pene-
trate the heliosphere before getting ionized —either by so-
lar radiation or by charge-exchange collisions with solar-
wind protons— to become singly-charged pickup ions.
These pickup ions are then convected by the solar wind
to the solar-wind termination shock (SWTS) where they
are accelerated up to tens of MeV/nucleon via, e.g., the
process of diffusive shock-drift acceleration (2).

However, recent observational evidence from SAM-
PEX (3,4) have shown that ACR neon, oxygen, and nitro-
gen above « 25 MeV/nucleon are multiply charged, with
ionic charge states of 2, 3, and higher. At energies lower
than « 20 MeV/nucleon most of the observed ACRs are
singly charged. SAMPEX observations (4) have further
established that the transition from mostly singly-charged
to mostly multiply-charged ACRs (defined as the 50%
point) occurs at a total kinetic energy of w 350 MeV.

The predominance of multiply-charged ACRs at high

energy has been interpreted as evidence that some ACR
ions are stripped of one or more of their electrons during
their acceleration at the SWTS (3, 6).

According to the theory of diffusive shock-drift accel-
eration (5, 6) the amount of energy an ACR ion gains in
drifting along the SWTS (from the equator towards the
poles during the 1990s) is proportional to its ionic charge
q\ energy gain « 240 x q MeV. As a result, multiply-
charged ACRs are accelerated to higher energy per nu-
cleon than the more abundant singly-charged ions. Thus,
at energies > 240 MeV, the theory predicts that multiply-
charged ACR ions will dominate.

Preliminary simulations based on a theory of multiply-
charged ACRs (6) applied to ACR oxygen and using
an older set of ionization cross sections (7), did show
the presence of a transition energy around 300 MeV,
above which the ACR oxygen is mostly multiply charged.
However, the simulated intensity distribution among the
charge states was skewed towards fully or almost fully
stripped oxygen ions, in disagreement with SAMPEX ob-
servations (3).

The recent development (8, 9) of a refined set of ion-
ization cross sections warrants a reexamination of the pre-
dictions of the theory. This paper focuses on the simula-
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FIGURE 1. Estimated hydrogen-impact ionization cross sec-
tions for carbon and oxygen. Curves depict the cross sec-
tions <JQ->I (i.e., the differential cross section for the reaction
X° 4- H -> X1 + H* + e' ), ai_+2> etc., and terminate as the ki-
netic energy approaches the Born energy. [See (9) for reference
on the experimental data for carbon.]

tion —using the new cross sections— and comparison to
SAMPEX observations of ACR N, O, and Ne spectra at
1 AU, in particular, the observed transition from singly to
multiply-charged ions.

electron removal in ion-electron collisions at energies rel-
evant to ACR studies (e.g., (13, 14)).

For hydrogen-impact collisions at such energies,
multi-electron removal is also expected to be insignifi-
cant compared to single-electron removal. For example,
the cross section for the two-electron removal process
p+He-»p + He+2+2e at 1 MeV/nucleon is found both
experimentally (15) and theoretically (16) to be about
2.5 orders of magnitude smaller than that for the single-
electron removal process p+He—>>p+He+1+le.

SIMULATIONS

The simulations presented here are produced using the
acceleration and transport model described in (6). The
model solves the time-dependent Parker transport equa-
tion in 2 dimensions with drift terms:

dt

-f sources^ — sinks^ ,

IONIZATION CROSS SECTIONS

A new, theoretically-derived set of hydrogen-impact
ionization cross sections applicable over a wide energy
range has recently been developed (8, 9). This new cross-
section set is derived using a formalism that is valid
in the first Born approximation using measured (or es-
timated) electron-impact ionization cross sections (e.g.,
(10, 11, 12)). The formalism is based on a simple and el-
egant functional connecting the two sets of cross sections
known as the Bates-Griffing relation. The Bates-Griffing
relation is reformulated and a correction factor due to
multiple transitions, i.e., sum over electrons' shells, is in-
troduced. Fig. 1 shows a sample calculation using this
new formalism for carbon and oxygen, where available
data for carbon are also shown. Multi-electron removal is
ignored in this calculation.

The previous simulations of multiply-charged ACRs
(6) relied on ionization cross-section estimates based on
oxygen-oxygen collisions (7). These estimates grossly
overestimate the cross sections for multi-electron re-
moval when applied to ion-hydrogen collisions. While
data remain scarce for proton or hydrogen-impact ioniza-
tion cross sections, multi-electron removal cross sections
have been shown to be insignificant compared to single-

where f q ( r , p , t ) is the distribution function of the ACR
ion with charge q. From left to right, the RHS terms in the
equation depict spatial diffusion, convection, drift, energy
gains and losses, and particle sources and sinks due to
ionization.

The salient transport parameters used for this study are
tabulated in Table 1. In addition, the simulations are pre-
sented with and without taking differential solar rotation
into account. The reader is referred to Ref. (17) in this
volume for further discussion of the theory and simula-
tions. Below we discuss the simulations as they pertain
to the recent SAMPEX ACR observations (4).

DISCUSSION

Fig. 2 shows the calculated ACR oxygen spectra at 1
AU. Comparing Fig. 2 with Fig. 1 of Ref. (6) there are
significant differences in the charge state distribution. In
Fig. 1 of Ref. (6), using the older set of ionization cross
sections (7), the calculated spectrum at higher energies is
dominated by charges 7 and 8, inconsistent with SAM-
PEX observations (3). In contrast, the new simulations
show a summed spectrum that is dominated by charges 2
and 3 at higher energies. Although not shown in Fig. 2
for sake of clarity, the calculated contributions of charges
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FIGURE 2. Simulated ACR oxygen spectra (in arbitrary units)
at 1 AU. The top curve depicts the summed spectrum of charge
states 1 through 8; while the second curve from the top depicts
the spectrum for charge 1; third from the top charge 2, etc. The
spectra are simulated taking differential solar rotation into ac-
count.

7 and 8 to the total spectrum at both high and low energies
are, consistent with observations, negligibly small. Sim-
ulated spectra for nitrogen and neon show very similar
trends.

Because of the difficulty in resolving charge states
higher than 3, Ref. (4) defines the transition energy as the
energy that corresponds to the 50% point of the relative
abundance of charge 1 to the sum of charges 1 through
3. Below that energy point the spectrum is dominated
by singly-charged ACR ions and above it by multiply-
charged ions. Using this definition of the transition en-
ergy, Fig. 3 shows the calculated ratio as a function of
energy and compares it to the measured ratio (4). The
measured transition energy for ACR oxygen is 22 ± 2
MeV/nucleon. In excellent agreement with observations,
from Fig. 3, the calculated transition energy is w 24
MeV/nucleon. Again, although not shown, the same
trends are seen for the calculated transition energies for
nitrogen and neon.

In Fig. 4 we show the calculated transition energies
for nitrogen, oxygen, neon as well as argon (although no
measurement currently exists for argon) as a function of
nuclear charge of the element. Multiply-charged ions can
gain energy roughly in proportion to their ionic charge x
the SWTS electrostatic potential while being accelerated
at the shock (18).
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FIGURE 3. Calculated ratio of the singly-charged ACR oxygen
to charges 1 through 3 as a function of energy. The 50% point
is at Ki 24 MeV/nucleon. Data points are from Ref. (4).
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FIGURE 4. Calculated and measured 50%-point transition en-
ergy as a function of nuclear charge demonstrating the effect of
differential solar rotation. Data points are from Ref. (4).

Calculated transition energies with and without the ef-
fect of differential solar rotation are shown in Fig. 4 (sim-
ulated spectra are qualitatively unchanged). Although it
is not easy to surmise directly from the simulation model,
this effect can decrease the electrostatic potential between
the equator and the poles so as to give a somewhat lower
transition energies as evident from Fig. 4. For argon, the
model predicts a transition energy of « 9 MeV/nucleon.
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Table 1. Simulation parameters:

Transport parameter Value/Description

Solar wind velocity
SWTS radius
SWTS strength
Heliospheric boundary
Neutral-H density
Injection energy
Heliospheric B-field

Paral. diffusion coeff.*
Perp. diffusion coeff.

350 (equator) - 700 km/s (poles)
100 AU
2.5
160 AU
0.16cm-3

60 keV/nucleon
Parker 's+polar modification
+flat current sheet
+qA > 0 conditions
oc R1/2 p/fl(r)
0.03 x Paral.

* R is ion's rigidity, p is its speed divided by the speed of light, and B
is the strength of the magnetic field at the heliospheric point r

CONCLUSIONS

Using the new ionization cross-section estimates the
simulated energy spectra of ACR oxygen, nitrogen, and
neon are found to be distributed among the various charge
states in a manner consistent with recent SAMPEX ob-
servations. The resulting transition energies from singly
to multiply-charged ACR ions are in excellent agreement
with the measured ones and are found to be only weakly
dependent on characteristic heliospheric transport param-
eters. Differential solar rotation, however, is found to
have a small but noticeable effect on the calculated tran-
sition energies.

The achieved level of agreement with observations has
implications to particle acceleration models at the SWTS
and quasi-perpendicular shocks in general. While the
reader, again, is referred to Ref. (17) in this volume
for further discussion of such implications, we conclude
here that the agreement achieved in this study clearly
supports the diffusive shock-drift acceleration model of
ACRs. Also, the agreement underscores the critical role
precise ionization cross sections play in this and other
models of charged particle transport in the heliosphere.
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